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Trained as a fine artist with a background in drawing and 
painting, I am able to bridge my classical training into my 
designs for the web and mobile spaces as well as print.             
I execute my visions through use of Adobe Creative Suite    
and always take into heart the work I put into the world.  

I admire and design
attractive things
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MOBILE RICH MEDIA: Visa with Fandango

This 2D Rich Media ad concept is designed within Celtra specs 
and utilizes it’s video, social, and calendar features. At the 
resolve screen, the user would be able to link the provided movie 
information onto their Twitter or Facebook applications as well 
as mark down onto their native calendar a reminder date of the 
movie deal provided by the client.    

*Property of Amobee. Used to illustrate design experience only     
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MOBILE RICH MEDIA: Visa with Fandango

Ad Experience      
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MOBILE RICH MEDIA: Vitamin Water

This is a mock up of a 2D Rich Media ad unit designed within 
the features of Celtra. The client desired a 2D experience where 
the user could scroll through image and video content and 
feel as if they were within a feed of one of their social media 
apps, like Instagram.  The end experience was to have the user 
execute their Instagram app, take a picture then upload the 
image while using the provided hashtag “#howihustle”.  This unit 
was to drive traction to the client’s social media site as well as 
brand awareness.      

*Property of Amobee. Used to illustrate design experience only     
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MOBILE RICH MEDIA: Vitamin Water

Ad Experience      
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MOBILE RICH MEDIA: Zappos

Another 2D Rich Media ad concept designed for the Celtra 
platform; this particular concept mimics a 360° view of a cube 
stitching together multiple 2D images.  The user would be able 
to swipe and rotate the cube to view different products placed 
on the multiple faces of the cube.  When a product is centered 
on the screen the use would then have the option to tap the 
product and view more information such as a product gallery 
and video.  The call to action would also send the user to the 
product buy page of the Zappos website.

*Property of Amobee. Used to illustrate design experience only     
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MOBILE RICH MEDIA: Zappos

Ad Experience      
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MOBILE RICH MEDIA: Abercrombie & Fitch

This concept is a scrolling 2D Rich Media ad unit where the user 
can view an image gallery, scroll to a store locater, and then 
sign up for a newsletter.  Each scrollable section has its own 
call to action were the user can be taken to the respective site 
associated with that portion of the ad experience. 

*Property of Amobee. Used to illustrate design experience only     
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MOBILE RICH MEDIA: Abercrombie & Fitch

Ad Experience      
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DESKTOP NATIVE IN CONTENT AD UNITS: Dry Bar

300x300 Freedom Unit

*Property of Amobee. Used to illustrate design experience only     

Branded Video Branded Video & Product Carousel 
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DESKTOP NATIVE IN CONTENT AD UNITS: Hunter 

300x300 Freedom Unit

*Property of Amobee. Used to illustrate design experience only     

Product Carousel Branded Video & Product Carousel 
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PRINT & WEB FLYER: Project M

Project M is an all male hip hop dance team 
based out of San Francisco.  As a member 
from 2011-2014 I was commissioned to design 
and develop their logo as well as audition 
flyers to promote the team.  
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PRINT & WEB FLYER: Project M
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I genuinely appreciate the time you have taken to review my 
work.  Thanks again! 

Thank you
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CONTACT

Darren Domingo 
Creative Designer
408.799.2935
djosephgd@gmail.com


